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Design of slope-stabilizing piles: from Ultimate 
Limit State approaches to displacement based 
methods
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Summary
Slope stabilizing piles are often considered an efficient solution for landslide risk mitigation. They are employed not only to 

prevent the slope collapse (therefore designed, in this case, by means of Ultimate Limit State analyses referred to the activation of 
localized failure mechanisms within the soil mass), but even to reduce the soil displacement rate in creeping mechanisms or under 
seismic actions (designed, in these cases, by employing diplacement-based design approaches).

Rigorous design methods would require the numerical solution of a complex soil-structure interaction problem, taking into 
account the nonlinear behaviour of soil, structure and relative interfaces. These methods are rather well established for research 
purposes, but they are still too demanding (from both computational and economic viewpoints) to be considered a standard design 
tool for practical engineering applications.

In the last decades, several alternative simplified design methods have been proposed (generally based on the classical solutions 
for piles under horizontal loads) but numerous aspects of the mechanical behaviour of these stabilizing systems have not been yet 
fully clarified in a well structured framework. Therefore, this paper is intended to guide the designer from the definition of the ge-
ometrical and structural properties of these systems toward a rational application of the design methods, by critically considering the 
structure performance. The proposed framework can even conceptually be extended to seismic applications.

1. Introduction

The design of slope stabilizing structures is still 
a challenging problem for engineers, since it gen-
erally depends on several different factors: (i) the 
system geometry, (ii) the type and amplitude of the 
driving actions, (iii) the materials mechanical prop-
erties (both constituting the slope and the stabiliz-
ing structures), (iv) the structural constraints and 
(v) the shape and the amplitude of the soil displace-
ment field within the slope. Such a wide range of var-
iables can in principle be managed numerically, by 
means of three dimensional numerical codes based 
on finite element (FE) or finite difference (FD) 
methods, which are nowadays relatively cheap and 
which often implement even complex constitutive 
relationships for reproducing the mechanical behav-
iour of both the slope and the structure. This type of 
analyses, however, is generally time consuming and 
requires high level modelling expertise from the fi-
nal users. Moreover, often they can hardly manage 
different spatial and time scales in the same mod-
el, as it is usually required in a slope stability anal-
ysis. The mechanical behaviour of the soil is in fact 
defined at the microscale of the soil volume; the in-
teraction with the stabilizing structure is usually re-
ferred to a local mesoscale, whilst the stability of the 

entire slope is rather defined at the macroscale of 
the entire model. 

Given the intrinsic complexity of the problem, 
optimizing procedures for the design of slope sta-
bilizing systems (either in terms of choice and posi-
tioning of the structure, and in terms of the estima-
tion of design loads) are often based on the compar-
ison among different design solutions (i.e., in other 
words, a simple trial-and-error criterion). Therefore, 
they can hardly be implemented for practical appli-
cations in standard numerical codes, either based on 
FE or FD methods.

In this paper, on the contrary, with specific refer-
ence to the case of slope stabilizing piles, a simplified 
design procedure will be described, starting from a 
substructuring approach for the slope, where a po-
tentially unstable failure surface F has been iden-
tified (for further details, see GALLI and DI PRISCO, 
2013). The general procedure can be stepwise sum-
marized as:
(a) definition of the soil displacement rate field 

 U ( x, z) 
·

 within the slope (Fig. 1a),
(b) positioning of the stabilizing structure within the 

slope (Fig. 1b),
(c) evaluation of the driving load (usually corre-

sponding to the weight W of the soil mass), of 
the shear resistance τ along the failure surface F, 
and of the stabilizing actions A transferred to the 
slope (Fig. 1c),

(d) structural design and safety checks (Fig. 1d).
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It is worth noting here that the stabilizing struc-
ture can be designed to work as an active or a passive 
intervention. This distinction is based on the way the 
stabilizing action A is mobilized: in case the action 
A does not depend on the soil displacement field 
(like e.g. when it is initially prescribed by means of 
a pretensioned ground anchor) the intervention is 
considered “active”; on the contrary, in case the ac-
tion A depends on the evolution of the soil displace-
ment in the slope, the intervention is instead con-
sidered “passive”. Combined active/passive solutions 
(i.e. structures immediately providing a stabilizing 
action to the slope, but capable of accommodating 
even long term residual displacements of the slope) 
are even possible.

In the following, after a rapid description of the 
main geometrical and mechanical issues, a multilev-
el design approach will be presented, following the 
path recently proposed by DI PRISCO et al. [2016]. 
Starting from Limit Equilibrium Methods (referred 
then to an Ultimate Limit State approach), exten-
sions to Hybrid Methods and to Displacement Based 
Methods are described.

When a limit equilibrium approach is consid-
ered, the stability of the slope is usually evaluated 
by means of the following equation, expressing the 
equilibrium of the unstable soil mass with respect to 
the considered failure mechanism (for the most sim-
ple cases, translational or rotational mechanisms are 
considered):

 
 F

F Fk
k k

S

RE A
F

= +  (1)

where E, R and A are the driving action, the soil 
strength and the stabilizing action provided by the 
structure, respectively, and FS is a global factor of 

safety of the slope. Subscript “k” indicates that the 
quantities are evaluated with respect to the characte-
ristic values of the parameters, whilst apex “F” speci-
fies that the terms are referred to the chosen failure 
surface F (and they are expressed as forces or mo-
ments, depending on the kinematics of the assumed 
failure mechanism). In equation (1) the stabilizing 
action A is computed by considering the complete 
mobilization of the soil-structure interaction force, 
i.e. by assuming an Ultimate Limit State condition 
at the “local” structural scale. It represents the mini-
mum among all the values corresponding to any pos-
sible local failure mechanisms, either involving only 
the soil or involving both the soil and the structure 
(see Fig. 8). Limit Equilibrium approaches, based on 
ULS, are then fruitfully applicable to the cases whe-
re a localized failure surface is well evident into the 
slope, and the aim of the designer is to prevent an 
incipient collapse.

In case that Hybrid Methods are considered, a 
generalization of equation (1) is usually introduced: 
the action A is expressed as a function of the soil dis-
placement, thus introducing the so called “charac-
teristic curve” of the system:

  ( )F F
k kA A U=  (2)

In equation (2) the term U is a scalar quanti-
ty representing the amplitude of the soil displace-
ment in a specific point of interest of the unstable 
soil mass. Typical examples are e.g. the horizontal 
displacement at ground level for translational slides, 
or the vertical settlement at the top of the slope for 
rotational slides. This is obviously a simplification, 
since, in general, U in equation (2) is a vectorial 
quantity depending on the position (x,z) within the 

Fig.  1 – a) definition of the soil displacement rate within the slope; b) positioning of the stabilizing structure within the slo-
pe; c) evaluation of the stabilizing actions transferred to the slope; d) structural design and safety checks.
Fig. 1 – a) definizione del campo di velocità del terreno nel pendio; b) posizionamento della struttura di sostegno; c) stima delle azioni 
trasmesse al pendio; d) progettazione strutturale e verifiche.

a)

c)

b)

d)
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slope (Fig. 1a). The problem is then “hybrid” in the 
sense that an ULS condition is assumed for the un-
stable soil mass (which is in fact thought as a rigid 
body, moving along the failure surface F), but at the 
same time, a serviceability condition at the local lev-
el is introduced. The characteristic curve expressed 
by equation (2) is evaluated by assuming a conven-
ient soil-structure interaction model; simplified 
models with non-linear lumped springs are usually 
employed (like e.g. the non-linear P-y models, as de-
scribed in § 4), but even full 3D finite element anal-
yses can in principle be adopted. Examples of char-
acteristic curves are conceptually shown in figure 2a, 
where two cases of passive interventions (curves (i) 
and (ii)) are plotted, together with two cases of ac-
tive interventions (curves (iii) and (iv), character-
ized a non-zero initial pretensioning action A0,p). 
It is worth noting that the characteristic curves may 
exhibit either a “ductile” overall behaviour (curves 
(i) and (iii)), with a monotonic increase in the sta-
bilizing action up to its limit value, or a “fragile” one 
(curves (ii) and (iv)), with a marked decrease of the 
stabilizing action after a peak value. Ductile behav-
iour is typical of piles in loose granular materials or 
soft clays, whilst fragile response is more common in 
hard clays or weak rocks (see e.g. GALLI et al., 2011). 
By combining equations (1) and (2), a direct rela-
tionship between the global safety factor of the slope 
and the amplitude of the soil displacement can be 
found, as schematically shown in figure 2b for the 
aforementioned characteristic curves, all starting 
from the natural value of the Factor of Safety for the 
slope (FS0). Hybrid methods represent then a first 
step towards a displacement-based design, allowing 
the designers to evaluate the “performance” of the 
intervention in terms of soil displacement amplitude 
corresponding to the required design value FS,d of 
the safety factor.

When Displacement Based Methods are consid-
ered, rather than solving the equilibrium equation of 
the slope at its limit condition, the complete motion 
equation of the unstable soil mass is written, where 
the stabilizing action A can be again described by 

means of its characteristic curve as in equation (2). 
By time-integrating this motion equation, the com-
plete evolution of the soil displacement can be es-
timated (and, possibly, foreseen), and the effective-
ness of the intervention is then evaluated in terms of 
reduction in the soil displacement rate in a conven-
ient time delay.

The aforementioned approaches have been pre-
sented here with reference to quasistatic conditions 
(slow landslides), and they will be explored in fur-
ther details in § 3, 4, and 5, after the brief recall of 
the main geometrical and mechanical issues pre-
sented in § 2. At authors feeling, they can even be 
fruitfully extended (although with some simplify-
ing hypotheses) to seismic conditions (some exam-
ples have been recently presented by ADINOLFI et al., 
2015).

2. Landslide- Pile interaction

Stabilizing piles of diameter D and length L 
are usually installed vertically within the slope (ei-
ther drilled or driven piles can be considered), so 
that they interact with the unstable soil mass along 
a depth H (Fig. 3). The spacing S between the piles 
and the distance B between the different rows of 
piles have to be carefully chosen, depending on the 
required stabilizing action A, whose maximum value 
(and, actually, the entire characteristic curve) largely 
depends on three mechanical issues: (i) the structur-
al constraints imposed to the piles, (ii) the mechani-
cal behaviour of the pile section and (iii) the interac-
tion among piles, as it is briefly discussed hereafter.

2.1. Structural constraints

In practical engineering applications, four dif-
ferent cases are usually possible: (a) free head piles, 
(b) rotational constraint at pile head (c) translation-
al constraint at pile head, (d) rotational and trans-
lational constraint. Rotational constraint is usually 

Fig. 2  – a) Examples of characteristic curves and b) corresponding relationship between the Factor of safety the and the am-
plitude of soil displacement.
Fig. 2 – a) Esempi di curve caratteristiche e b) corrispondenti relazioni tra il fattore di sicurezza e l’ampiezza dello spostamento del pendio.

a) b)
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achieved by connecting the head of the piles with 
a continuous beam, whilst translational constraint is 
generally imposed by introducing deep ground an-
chors (Fig. 4a-d). Stiffness and strength of the con-
necting beam and/or of the ground anchors need of 
course to be carefully evaluated too in order to quan-
titatively describe the behaviour of the whole system, 
and in particular the hierarchy of strengths among 
the different components of the interventions.

2.2. Mechanical behaviour of pile

Slope stabilizing piles are mainly subjected to 
horizontal loads, and, thus, the bending response 
of the pile section must primarily be evaluated, 
through the moment-curvature diagram M-θ, in or-
der to define the bending stiffness EJ of the pile sec-

tion, and its bending capacity MY (see Fig. 13 for an 
example of M-θ diagram). It is however worth noting 
that the M-θ curve is largely dependent even on the 
axial force in the pile, thus in principle making the 
overall response of the pile stabilizing system highly 
coupled with the axial load within the piles.

2.3. Interaction among piles: arching and shadow effects

In case the spacing S is much larger than diam-
eter D, no interaction is possible between piles, and 
the horizontal soil stress distribution acting around 
the pile shaft corresponds to that of an isolated 
pile subject to horizontal load. Several experimen-
tal and theoretical solutions are available in Litera-
ture for this kind of problem, starting from the very 
well known works of MATLOCK and REESE [1960] and 
BROMS [1960a,b]. On the contrary, if the spacing S is 
reduced to the value of the diameter D, a continu-
ous sheet pile would be obtained, and the soil stress 
distribution at failure tends to be uniform, reaching 
a passive earth pressure condition on the uphill side 
and an active earth pressure condition on the down-
hill side of the sheet pile (see MURARO et al., 2015). 
Between these two extreme cases, there is a range of 
values of the spacing S where the horizontal stress 
distributions of neighbour piles tend to overlap, thus 
generating the so called “arching” effect.

Several works have investigated this phenome-
non, either theoretically (starting from the work of 
ITO and MATSUI, 1975), numerically (recent works 
have been published by KOURKOULIS et al., 2011; LIR-
ER, 2012; LIANG et al., 2014), or empirically, by match-
ing real scale experimental results [REESE and VAN 
IMPE, 2001; REESE et al., 2006]. There is a general con-
sensus, however, in considering that the arch effect 
vanishes for values S/D larger than 4, and a simpli-

Fig. 3  – Example of slope stabilizing piles installed within 
a rotational landslide.
Fig. 3 – Esempio di pali inseriti all’interno di una frana 
rotazionale.

Fig. 4  – Example of structural constraints at pile head.
Fig. 4 – Esempio di vincoli alla testa dei pali.

c)

a)

d)

b)
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fied evaluation of critical spacing Scr beyond which 
the piles can be assumed to behave as isolated is pro-
vided by ELLIS et al. [2010].

When evaluating the action A (for the sake of 
simplicity, plane strain geometry will be assumed in 
the following, and A will be expressed for a unit out-
of-plane width), the spacing S between the piles can 
be taken into consideration by employing the aba-
cus of figure 5, function of the relative spacing S/D 
between piles. Three different fields can in principle 
be recognized:
(a) for S  2D the response can be assimilated to 

that of a continuous sheet pile and the unit ac-
tion A is independent of spacing S;

(b) for 2  S  Scr a continuous transition between 
the sheet pile and the isolated pile response is 
present, due to the progressive decrease in the 
arching effect;

(c) for S  Scr no interaction is present (isolated 
piles) and the unit action A is inversely propor-
tional to the relative spacing S/D.
It is worth noting that in figure 5 the values of 

action A have to be computed with reference to the 
weakest failure mechanism evaluated at the local 
structural level, as it will be discussed in § 3. From 
a mechanical point of view, very different failure 
mechanisms are developed within the soil depend-
ing on spacing S. In case of isolated piles, in fact, 
plane strain failure mechanisms are expected to de-
velop in a horizontal plane perpendicular to pile ax-
is, so that the soil “flows” around the piles (Fig. 6a). 

For a sheet pile, plane strain failure mechanisms are 
still expected to develop into the soil, but lying in a 
vertical plane containing the pile axis, and mobiliz-
ing active and passive wedges at the uphill and down-
hill sides of the sheet pile, respectively (Fig. 6b).

When multiple rows of piles are inserted into 
the slope (Fig. 7a), no interaction exists when the 
distance B exceeds the value Bcr, corresponding (if 
the wall is considered perfectly smooth and the slope 
inclination is neglected) to the overlapping of the 
active and passive failure mechanisms above men-
tioned. In this case, the total stabilizing action is the 
sum of the stabilizing actions provided by each sin-
gle row of piles. For the sake of simplicity, a linear de-
pendence of the total action A on the distance B can 
instead be assumed for 1  B/D  Bcr/D (Fig. 7b).

3. Limit Equili brium Methods (ULS)

In this paragraph the definition of the stabiliz-
ing action A will be presented, for an example case 
of a pile installed in purely cohesive materials (ex-
tensions to granular materials are possible, as pre-
sented by DI LAORA et al., 2017). Consistently with 
the chosen Ultimate Limit State approach, rigid per-
fectly plastic mechanical behaviours of both the pile 
and the soil have implicitly been assumed. If, for the 
sake of simplicity, a translational slide will be con-
sidered, the unit stabilizing action A to be inserted 
in equation (1) corresponds to the maximum lateral 
load on the pile (i.e. with the shear force T within the 
piles at a depth H corresponding to the failure sur-
face F), normalized by spacing S. In the last decades, 
several studies have been presented, both consider-
ing the interaction between piles (i.e. the arch effect: 
ITO and MATSUI, 1975; MUSSO, 1977; BROMS, 1983; MU-
RARO et al., 2014) or neglecting it, as in the case of iso-
lated piles [BLUM, 1932; BROMS, 1964a; BROMS, 1964b; 
BRINCH HANSEN, 1961; VIGGIANI 1981], thus analysing 
zones (b) and (c) of the abacus of figure 5. In the 
limit case that S=D (zone (a) of figure 5), action A 
can be computed as the difference between the pas-
sive and active horizontal state of stress at failure mo-
bilized along the piles. For the sake of brevity, how-

Fig. 5  – Influence of pile spacing on the unit stabilizing 
action A.
Fig. 5 – Influenza della spaziatura tra i pali sulla forza 
stabilizzante.

Fig. 6  – Influence of pile spacing on soil failure mechanisms around the piles: a) isolated piles and b) continuous sheet pile.
Fig. 6 – Influenza della spaziatura sui meccanismi di rottura nel terreno: a) pali isolati e b) setto continuo.

a) b)
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ever, in the following only the case of isolated piles 
will be discussed, since the case of the sheet pile can 
be straightforwardly derived by using the same ap-
proach.

Following the spirit of the pioneering work of 
VIGGIANI [1981], let us consider a single pile in a 
homogeneous unstable layer, sliding on a stable 
underlying soil. If no rotational constraints are 
imposed at pile head, six different failure mecha-
nisms can be distinguished for the system: three of 
them if the yield bending moment MY of pile sec-
tion is not reached, and the pile behaves like a rig-
id body; and three for the case in which the bend-
ing yield moment MY is reached in one or two sec-
tions (Fig. 8). For each mechanism, assuming a rig-
id plastic behaviour of the soil, at all depths along 

pile axis where non zero relative soil-pile displace-
ments are present, the soil reaction is completely 
mobilized and the load distribution can then be de-
duced. In some cases, the shear force and the bend-
ing moment can be calculated at least in some parts 
of the pile.

The solution can be analytically computed de-
pending on the geometrical and mechanical charac-
teristics of the system. Let d be here the diameter of 
the pile; l1, cu1 and ku1 the thickness of the unstable 
layer, its undrained shear strength and a bearing ca-
pacity coefficient for the first layer (according to VIG-
GIANI [1981], it can be considered equal to 4); whilst 
l2, cu2 and ku2 the length of the pile in the stable soil, 
its undrained strength and the bearing capacity co-
efficient for the second layer (according to VIGGIANI 

Fig. 7  – a) critical distance between two row of piles; b) influence of the distance B on the unit stabilizing action A.
Fig. 7 – a) definizione della distanza critica tra palificate; b) influenza della distanza B tra le palificate sulla forza stabilizzante.

Fig. 8  – Possible failure mechanisms and corresponding distributions of soil reaction, of shear force and bending moment 
along pile axis, for a free head pile in cohesive soils.
Fig. 8 – Meccanismi di rottura e relative distribuzioni di reazioni del terreno, taglio e momento flettente per terreni coesivi e palo libero di 
ruotare in testa

a) b)
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[1981], it can be considered equal to 8). The follow-
ing dimensionless quantities can be introduced:

 

u1 u1
u

u2 u2

1

2

Y
u 2

u1 u1 1

u
u1 u1 1

k c
k c

l
l

Mm
k c d l

Tt
k c d l

⋅
χ =

⋅

λ =

=
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

=
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

 (3a,b,c,d)

and the solutions, reported in table I, can be sum-
marized in the design abacus reported in figure 9, 
allowing to estimate the normalized shear force, de-
pending on (i) pile and soil mechanical properties, 
and (ii) on length of the pile.

It is worth noting that such abacus allows even 
to define an optimum design condition, represented 
by point (λlim, 1), minimizing the pile length within 

the stable soil stratum and maximizing the stabiliz-
ing contribution.

Mechanisms B1 and BY are separated from the 
line described by the following equations:

 
 

u
u

u uu

u

χ 1 λ 1t  λ 1
 χ χχ 11

χ

 +
= = −  +  +

 (10)

up to a limit value of λ* equal to:

 
 ( )u*

u

χ +1 1
λ  

χ
−

=  (11)

for larger λ, limit value tu* separates mechanisms BY 
and B2 and assumes the value:

 
( ) u* * u

u u
u u

χ +1 1 χ +1 t t 1
χ χ

  −
= λ = +      

 for. λ>λ∗ (12)

Tab. I - Shear and bending moments in the pile for the mechanisms of Fig. 8.
Tab. I - Valori di taglio e momento offerti dal palo per ciascuno dei sei meccanismi di Fig. 8.

1 In the original work there is an error in the expression equivalent to Eq. (5c):  the parameter  multiplying the dimensionless shear force 
tuB is omitted. The same correction has been reported by CHMOULIAN [2004]
2 In the original work there is a typographical error in the expression equivalent to Eq. (5a): parameter  instead of  is reported in the de-
nominator in the first term under the square root. The same correction has been reported by CHMOULIAN [2004].
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There is a threshold value of λ beyond which di-
mensionless shear force on the sliding plane is con-
stant and equal to the maximum value tu=1. This is 
particularly interesting from a design viewpoint, be-
cause it indicates the minimum value of embedment 
length in the firm soil, for a fixed thickness of the 
unstable layer, to achieve the maximum shear force 
for a given section capacity. This limit value, λlim, 
is obtained by intersecting mechanisms B and C as:

  2
lim u u uλ   χ  2χ  2χ  = + +  (13)

The maximum shear force is obtained for mech-
anism C and for a particular condition occurring in 
mechanism B2, i.e. when the plastic hinge is located 
at the sliding plane (f2=0 and g1=0 in Fig. 8) with a 
value of dimensionless section capacity:

 
 u

u,lim
χ 1m

2
+

=  (14)

which thereby indicates the value of yielding mo-
ment above which no benefit is obtained in terms of 
pile performance.

The presented approach has been extended to 
the case of rotational constrained head piles, and 
to the case of drained conditions [DI LAORA et al., 
2017], in order to more accurately reproduce the 
typical conditions of slow sliding mechanisms. In 
the following, only the extension to the free head 
piles in drained conditions will be briefly described.

3.1. Ultimate pile load in drained conditions

Figure 10 sketches the failure mechanisms for 
a free head pile in dry cohesionless soils, with asso-

ciated patterns of soil reaction and internal forces 
along the pile. In case the groundwater level is co-
incident with the free surface, all the results are still 
valid if the buoyant unit weight is utilized instead 
of the dry unit weight (it would be straightforward 
to extend the derivations to the case of groundwa-
ter level at an arbitrary location). From equilibri-
um considerations, as already done by MURARO et al. 
[2014] dimensionless shear force and bending mo-
ment at interface for mechanisms A and C are ob-
tained as:

Mode A:

 

 
A

dA 2
d1 1 d

2
A

3
d1 1 d

T λ λt  1
k   d l χ 2

M λ 1 1 
k   d l 2 3

 = = + γ  

 = + λ γ χ  

 (15 a,b)

Mode C
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M
 d l 6

= =
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=
γ

 (16 a,b)

where γ is the unit weight of the soil, taken for sim-
plicity as identical for the two layers, kd1 = 3kp1 (fol-
lowing BROMS, 1964) and χd = kp1/kp2.

For mechanism B, expressions for dimensionless 
shear force cannot be derived in closed form. Thus, 
the problem have been tackled numerically, solving 
for each set of λ and χ values the equilibrium equa-
tions iteratively. The solutions were obtained for both 
cases of infinite and finite value of dimensionless sec-
tion capacity in drained condition, defined as:

 
 y

d 3
d1 1

M
m

k   d l
=

γ  (17)

The ultimate load offered by the pile can be rep-
resented in a design abacus very similar to the one 
obtained for undrained conditions (Fig. 9); [DI LAO-
RA et al., 2017], and the values of λlim and md,lim can 
be found by means of the following regression for-
mulae:

 
 

170.0108.0
191.1

lim

61.0
lim

+⋅=
⋅=

dd

d

m χ
χλ

 (18)

 4. Hybrid Methods

When hybrid methods are considered, a con-
venient soil-structure interaction model must be in-
troduced. The stabilizing action A in this case does 
not depend uniquely on the local failure mechanism 
(e.g. A, B or C for rigid piles; B1, BY or B2 for piles 

Fig. 9  – Normalized values of the shear force T on the failu-
re surface for a free head pile in cohesive soils.
Fig. 9 – Rappresentazione schematica del taglio adimensionalizzato 
sulla superficie di scorrimento per terreni coesivi e palo libero di 
ruotare in testa e relativi meccanismi di rottura.
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with finite bending resistance, as defined in figures 
8 and 10), but it depends even on the amplitude of 
the relative soil-structure displacement, through the 
“characteristic curve” of the system. As was briefly 
discussed in the Introduction, complete 3D numer-
ical analyses based on FE or FD codes could in prin-
ciple be adopted to estimate the characteristic curve, 
but, again, this solution is quite demanding and it is 
only rarely applicable to practical engineering prob-
lems. In the following, a simplified approach based 
on the definition of convenient non linear relation-
ships, lumping the soil-structure interaction forces, 
will be adopted. In case that rigid structures are con-
sidered, this lumped soil-structure interaction force 
can be easily treated as a unique “macro-element”, as 
it was initially introduced for shallow foundation by 
NOVA and MONTRASiO [1991], once a precise defini-
tion of the interaction domain is provided (see, for 
the case of rigid retaining walls, the results proposed 
by GALLI and DI PRISCO [2014], inspired by the real 
case study presented in DI PRISCO et al. [2010]. In case 

of piles, however, the deformability of the structure 
can play a significant role, and it must be taken into 
consideration. Standard P-y curves [MATLOCK, 1970; 
REESE et al., 1974; REESE and WELCH, 1975; GEORGIAD-
IS and BUTTERFIELD, 1982; GEORGIADIS, 1983; FAN and 
LONG, 2005] can be implemented in order to repro-
duce the local interaction between each slice of the 
pile and the surrounding soil as a function of the rel-
ative displacement between the soil (U) and the pile 
(u), as schematically shown in figure 11a. By adopt-
ing this scheme, the pile can be modelled as a series 
of beam elements connected to each other in nodes 
and locally interacting with the surrounding soil by 
means of non-linear springs, whose mechanical be-
haviour is described by the P-y curves (Fig. 11b). By 
integrating the spring constitutive rules for a known 
soil displacement profile U(z) imposed along the 
pile axis, it is possible to compute the pile axis dis-
placement profile u(z). The detailed description of 
the numerical procedure is beyond the purposes of 
the present paper, but further information can be 

Fig. 10  – Possible failure mechanisms and corresponding distributions of soil reaction, of shear force and bending moment 
along pile axis, for a free head pile for drained conditions.
Fig. 10 – Meccanismi di rottura e relative distribuzioni di reazioni del terreno, taglio e momento flettente per palo libero di ruotare in testa 
in condizioni drenate.
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found in GALLI et al. [2011] and GALLI and DI PRI-
SCO [2013], where several examples of characteristic 
curves are also discussed, exploring the influence of 
the shape of the soil displacement profile, of the pile 
constraints and of the pile mechanical properties.  

 5. Full Displacement Methods (Sls)

The hybrid methods presented in the previous 
paragraph introduce the dependence of the stabiliz-
ing action A on the amplitude of the soil displace-
ment field, but they completely neglect the influ-
ence that A has on the soil displacement field itself. 
In other words, the soil mass is supposed to move 
independently of the stabilizing structure, and the 
effectiveness of the intervention is only measured 
by means of the expected increase in the safety fac-
tor. The stabilizing structure, however, must actually 
interact “by definition” with the unstable soil mass, 
with the aim of reducing its displacement rate. Con-
sequently, the desired value of the factor of safety es-
timated by means of a hybrid method could in prin-
ciple never be reached. In order to bypass these lim-
itations, the whole motion equation of the slope has 
to be studied, usually written in the shape

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )F F F F F
k k k k kE t R t, U A U V U M U= + + +& &&  (19)

where, again, E, R, and A are the driving action, the 
shear resistance along the failure surface and the sta-
bilizing action, respectively. It is worth noting that, 
now, any possible dependence of E and R on time 
t can be explicitly taken into account, in order to 

model e.g. seasonal variation of environmental loads 
or long time weathering effects on the shear resist-
ance of materials. V and M are two additional terms 
representing a viscous resistance along the failure 
surface and the inertia of the unstable soil mass, re-
spectively. By integrating equation (19), it is possible 
to explicitly assess the effectiveness of the interven-
tion in terms of reduction in the soil displacement 
rate, and of the corresponding evolution of the in-
ternal action within the pile. This method, beyond 
the adopted simplifications, is much closer to a Ser-
viceability Limit State approach (SLS), in the sense 
that it takes into account the “real” working condi-
tions of the system and their evolution with time. 
GALLI and BASSANI [2016] have recently proposed an 
example of application of such method to the design 
of a combined active/passive pile stabilizing system 
for a railway embankment along a steep slope, prov-
ing the feasibility of the approach even for complex 
2D geometries

6. Example of application

In the present section, the three methods present-
ed here above are employed, in the case of an infinite 
slope, to design a slope stabilizing pile system (Fig. 
12). A loose sand stratum 4m thick (γsat,1=16kN/m3; 
φ’1=23°), resting on a stable deposit of dense sand 
(γsat,2=18kN/m3; φ’2=38°) is considered. The inclina-
tion α of the slope is 20°, and the average depth of 
the water table below the ground level is zw=3m (for 
the sake of simplicity, fully saturated conditions are 
assumed for the soil above the water table). The ini-
tial value of the factor of safety is evaluated by means 
of a simple limit equilibrium analysis:
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Fig. 11  – a) example of P-y curves at various depth along 
the pile axis; b) pile displacement profile u(z) due to an 
imposed soil displacement profile U(z).
Fig. 11 – a) esempio di curve P-y definite a varie profondità 
lungo l’asse del palo; b) spostamento del palo u(z) a seguito di 
un profilo di spostamenti U(z) imposto al terreno.

Fig. 12 –  Sketch of an infinite slope with stabilizing piles in 
static conditions.
Fig. 12 – Schema di pendio indefinito stabilizzato con file di pali 
in condizioni statiche.

a) b)
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The stabilizing intervention is aimed at increas-
ing such value up to the design value of FS,d=1.3. The 
designer has to choose (i) pile dimensions (length, L, 
diameter, D), (ii) pile mechanical capacity (yielding 
bending moment, MY), (iii) spacing, S, and distance, 
B, among piles. For the sake of brevity, only one val-
ue of the pile diameter is taken into account here in 
the following (D=60cm), but the reader could very 
simply test alternative solutions by iteratively repeat-
ing the proposed procedure for several values of D.

6.1. Lim it equilibrium approach (ULS)

6.1.1. DIMENSIONING OF THE PILES

With reference to the sketch of the possible fail-
ure mechanisms interesting the slopes (Fig. 8 and Fig. 
10) and to the dimensionless design abacus previously 
discussed, the case of piles without any rotational con-
strain is hereafter considered. The optimum design 
condition corresponds to the limit between the acti-
vation of mechanisms B and C, allowing both to max-
imize the stabilizing action provided by each pile and 
to minimize, at the same time, the length of the pile it-
self. By means of the regression functions discussed in 
§3, the limit value of the normalized pile length λlim 
can be obtained as a function of the mechanical prop-
erties of the two soil layers through the coefficient
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(the slight difference in the soil unit weight is here 
neglected) where Kp,1 and Kp,2 are the passive earth 
pressure coefficient of layers 1 and 2, respectively. 
The optimal normalized length is then

  821.0191.1 61.0
dlim =χ⋅=λ  (22)

corresponding to a value l2=3.29m. Remembering 
that the length l1 is equal to the thickness H of the 
potentially unstable layer, the total length of the pile 
is L= l1+l2=7.29m.

At the same time, the dimensionless stabilizing 
force provided by the pile (corresponding to the 
maximum shear force T in the pile along the soil 
sliding plane) is

  5.0=dt  (23)

whilst the required dimensionless bending strength 
of the pile section is expressed as

  229.0170.0108.0lim =+⋅= ddm χ  (24)

By considering the chosen value of the pile di-
ameter (D=60cm), the two latter terms td and md,lim 
correspond to 

  kNHDKtT pd 22.1973 2
11 =⋅⋅′⋅⋅= γ  (25)

and

  kNmHDKmM pdY 74.3603 3
11lim =⋅⋅′⋅⋅= γ  (26)

The quantities T and MY can be straightforward-
ly employed to choose pile typology (e.g. steel, rein-
forced concrete, wood, …), and to design the pile 
section. Such consideration, however, are beyond 
the framework of the present ULS approach (since 
the deformability and the durability of materials do 
not play here any role), and all possible design solu-
tions are here equivalent, once they can safely resist 
the actions T and MY.

6.1.2. DIMENSIONING OF THE INTERVENTION

The dimensioning of the intervention coincides 
with the choice of the spacing S and of the distance B 
among piles. The dimensionless solutions for the sta-
bilizing action T cited in the previous paragraph im-
plicitly assumed that the pile behaves as a single pile, 
without any interaction with neighbours piles (nei-
ther arch nor shadow effects are mobilized). In order 
to be consistent with this hypothesis, S and B must be 
larger than the corresponding critical values Scr and 
Bcr, respectively. By assuming for Scr the simplified 
expression proposed by ELLIS et al. [2010] and for Bcr 
the value derived from the geometrical criterion of 
figure 7a, the following values can be obtained:
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The “area of influence” (i.e. the product B×S) of 
each pile can be determined by considering again 
the limit equilibrium condition of the slope, once 
the piles have been realized (in this case, the stabi-
lizing action A of figure 5 corresponds to that of an 
isolated pile):
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By imposing Fs,d=1.3 and by introducing the val-
ue T=197.22 kN an “area of influence” B×S=37.07m2 
is obtained, corresponding to approximately 2.7 
piles/100m2 of the slope. This parameter is a dom-
inant factor in the design process, since it directly 
controls the number of piles, i.e. the total cost of the 
intervention. It appears than economically and en-
vironmentally reasonable to operate with the aim 
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of maximizing the product B×S (i.e. minimizing the 
number of piles/100m2) once the design value of 
the safety factor Fs,d is guaranteed by equation (28).

An arbitrary, but reasonable, criterion to choose 
B and S consists in imposing that the aspect ratio 
B/S of the computed area of influence coincide with 
the aspect ratio Bcr/Scr, so that the following values 
can finally be determined

 S = 2,69m and B = 13,69m (29)

which are both larger than the corresponding criti-
cal ones. In case values S and/or B should be lower 
than Scr or Bcr, respectively, equation (28) can still be 
employed, once the stabilizing action A is expressed 
as a function of both S and B, according to the crite-
ria schematically suggested in the previous sections 
(Figs. 5 and 7). The resulting general expression 
would then become
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which can be solved numerically for the product B×S.

6.2. Hybrid method

In a hybrid method approach the stability of the 
slope is studied again by employing a limit equilib-
rium approach, but the stabilizing force is in this 
case derived from a local soil-structure interaction 
analysis based on the definition of the characteris-
tic curve. In the following, the characteristic curve 
is obtained by imposing a uniform soil displacement 
profile along the whole thickness of the unstable soil 
stratum, and the local soil-structure interaction is 
studied by adopting the P-y methods and following 
the calibration procedure proposed by REESE et al. 
[2006] as described in GALLI and DI PRISCO [2013]. 
This calibration leads in general to different values 
of the ultimate load distribution along the pile axis, 
and, hence, of the ultimate stabilizing force T, with 
respect to the values previously reported, derived 
from the relationships proposed by VIGGIANI [1981]. 
For the sake of consistency with the result present-
ed in § 6.1, however, the same pile diameter will be 
hereafter adopted (D=60cm), whilst the mechanical 
parameters of layers 1 and 2 had been preliminarily 
chosen with the aim of matching as closely as pos-
sible the ultimate stabilizing force T expressed by 
equation (25). Although referred to such a specific 
case, the qualitative findings of the present analysis 
are of general validity, and they can be extended to 
any other infinite slope. The case of a concrete pile 
(C25/30), reinforced by means of 16Φ22 steel bars 
(B450C), is considered. The moment-curvature dia-

gram of the pile section is plotted in figure 13, and 
it shows a linear behaviour up to a bending moment 
value of approximately 350 kNm, which is quite close 
to the limit MY= 360.74 kNm estimated in equation 
(26). For the sake of completeness, the hybrid anal-
ysis is run by considering not only the case of free 
head piles, but even by considering a translational 
constraint near the pile head, represented by one 
deep ground anchor, either passive or active (i.e. pre-
stressed), per each pile. The anchor has been mod-
elled by a 10 meters long steel strand (Young modu-
lus 200 GPa) with a diameter of 5 cm, installed one 
meter below the ground level; the applied pre-ten-
sioning force (if present) is 120 kN per anchor.

6.2.1. EVALUATION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE

By employing the soil-pile interaction model 
previously described, and by imposing a uniform am-
plitude of the soil displacement profile up to a value 
of 10 cm, the characteristic curves plotted in figure 
14 are obtained, with reference to the cases of free 

Fig. 13 –  Moment-curvature diagram of the chosen pile 
section.
Fig. 13 – Diagramma momento-curvatura per la sezione di palo 
scelta.

Fig. 14 –  Influence of the pile constraint on the pile cha-
racteristic curve
Fig. 14 – Influenza della condizione di vincolo sulla curva 
caratteristica del palo.
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head pile and of constrained pile, both with passive 
and active anchor. The different constraining condi-
tions significantly influence the initial stiffness of the 
curves, but, thanks to the ductility of the system, the 
ultimate behaviour is exactly the same (except some 
numerical approximation). The corresponding dis-
tribution of the bending moment along the pile ax-
is (valid for soil displacement amplitude U=10 cm) 
is plotted in figure 15, where it is evident that the 
peak bending moment does not reach in any case 
the yielding value of 350 kNm.

6.2.2. DIMENSIONING OF THE INTERVENTION AND PILE VER-
IFICATION

The expression of the characteristic curve 
T=T(U) can be directly introduced into equation 
(26)
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thus linking the value of the factor of safety to that 
of the soil displacement amplitude U, once the ge-
ometry (i.e. B and S) is assigned. Equation (31) 
can however be employed as a dimensioning tool 
(i.e., solving it for the product B×S), once both the 
design values of the Factor of Safety FS,d and of 
the soil displacement amplitude Ud are assigned 
by the designer. In a hybrid approach, in other 
words, the designer has an additional degree of 
freedom in the design process: he can assign not 
only the safety level (i.e. the factor of safety), but 
even the performance level (i.e. the expected dis-
placement) of the system. As an example, equa-
tion (31) was solved by adopting again Fs,d=1.3, 
and by imposing e.g. two different values of Ud, 1.5 
and 5 cm, respectively. The obtained values of the 

number of piles per 100m2 of the slope are plot-
ted in figure 16: in case of a design value of soil 
displacement Ud=5 cm, the constraining condition 
does not affect remarkably the solution (approxi-
mately 2.7 piles/100m2 are required in all cases). 
On the contrary, if a lower value Ud=1.5 cm is con-
sidered, the choice of a free head pile would re-
quire more the 5.3 piles/100m2, i.e. approximately 
twice the values of the other cases. The exact val-
ues of B and S can finally be computed by impos-
ing again, for the sake of simplicity, the aspect ra-
tio Bcr/Scr; the corresponding values of B and S 
are listed in table II.

The two working conditions Ud=1.5 and Ud=5 
cm correspond to very different mobilized values 
of the stabilizing force T per each pile. In figure 14 
it is also evident that a value of about 200 kN is al-
ways mobilized, except for the free head pile in case 
Ud=1.5 cm, when a lower value of T of about 100 kN 
is mobilized. As a consequence, very different states 
of stress are mobilized within each pile (the distri-
butions of bending moment are plotted in figures 
17a and b), corresponding to different pile displace-
ment profile (Figs. 18a and b).

6.3. Displacement based methods

When applying displacement based methods, 
the goal of the analysis is to study the evolution 
of the slope displacements with time. This implies 
that these approaches can be fruitfully employed 
to simulate monitoring data under post-built con-
ditions. For the sake of simplicity the same pile ge-
ometry and mechanical characteristics of § 6.1 will 
be hereafter taken into account: B=13.76m and 
S=2.69m (i.e. 2.7 piles/100m2), as derived from 
equation (29). Equation (19), representing the 

Fig. 15 –  Bending moment distribution along the pile axis 
for the three different constraining conditions.
Fig. 15 – Andamento del momento flettente nel palo per le tre 
differenti condizioni di vincolo.

Fig. 16 –  Influence of the constraining condition and of 
the design amplitude of the soil displacement Ud on the 
number of piles.
Fig. 16 – Influenza delle condizioni di vincolo e del valore di 
spostamento atteso per il terreno sul numero di pali.
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motion equation of the unstable layer, here be-
comes:

 
 ( ) U
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where the T=T(U) stands for the characteristic 
curve (see Fig. 14). In equation (32) an additional 
viscous parameter µ, to be calibrated on pre-built 
conditions, is introduced (in the analyses, it has 
been assumed µ=1000 kN×s/m3). For the sake of 
generality, no partial safety factors have been here 
adopted, since the focus of the paper is to concep-
tually present such innovative displacement based 
method, rather than provide a design application.

With respect to the previously adopted ap-
proaches, such a displacement-based method has 
the advantage of allowing the designer to consider 
even the time variability of the terms of the equa-
tion. For the sake of brevity, in the following only 
the effect of the time variation of the water table 
depth zw will be considered. Two conditions will be 
adopted: (a) constant water table depth (zw=3m) 
below the ground surface, and (b) sinusoidal var-
iation of the water table depth (amplitude of 1m, 
two cycles per year) around the average depth of 
3m (Fig. 19).

Equation (32) can be stepwise solved for the 
displacement rate  U 

 · 
 (here, an explicit forward fi-

Fig. 17 –  Influence of the constraining condition on the bending moment within the pile for two values of the design soil 
displacement Ud: a) Ud=1.5cm; b) Ud=5cm.
Fig. 17 – Influenza delle condizioni di vincolo sul momento flettente nel palo per due diversi valori di progetto dello spostamento del 
terreno: a) Ud=1.5 cm; b) Ud=5cm.

Fig. 18 –  Influence of the constraining condition on pile displacements for a) Ud=1.5cm and b) Ud=5cm.
Fig. 18 – Influenza delle condizioni di vincolo sulla deformata del palo per due diversi valori di progetto dello spostamento del terreno: a) 
Ud=1.5 cm; b) Ud=5cm.

a)

a)

b)

b)

Ud=1.5 cm Ud=5 cm
N° piles
/100m2 B [m] S [m]

N° piles
/100m2 B [m] S [m]

free head pile 5.39 9.76 1.9 2.70 13.78 2.69
passive anchor 2.82 13.48 2.63 2.47 14.39 2.81
active anchor 2.62 13.98 2.73 2.54 14.21 2.77

 Tab. II – Example of dimensioning.
Tab. II – Esempio di dimensionamento.
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nite difference scheme was implemented), and the 
soil displacement time history can be estimated. In 
absence of piles, the average soil displacement rate 
is 1.27 cm/year for case (a), and approximately 5 
cm/year for case (b), testifying that a cyclic varia-
tion in the water table level is a markedly more se-
vere condition for the slope. The solution of equa-
tion (32) for the two cases (a) and (b) and for the 
different pile constraining conditions is plotted in 
figure 20a and b.

For constant water table level (Fig. 20a) the 
different efficacy of the three analysed constrain-
ing conditions is evident: in case of free head piles, 
the final displacement is twice the value reached 
in case of passive anchor (and the stable condition 
is reached in approximately five months, against 
two months for the case of passive anchors). No 
displacement at all are instead observed in case of 
active anchors, meaning that the pre-tensioning 

force was correctly chosen in order to stop the slid-
ing process just after the installation. Such small 
values of the final soil displacement correspond 
even to very small values of the internal state of 
stress mobilized within the piles at working con-
ditions, making the fast pre-designing of the pile 
described in the previous paragraphs largely con-
servative. Similar considerations, although for la-
ger values of soil displacement and time delay, can 
be derived even for the case of oscillating water ta-
ble (Fig. 20b)

6.4. Remarks

The critical application of the three presented 
methods to an ideal design case of slope stabilizing piles 
allowed to highlight the following general remarks. 
Although referred uniquely to the relationships pro-
posed by VIGGIANI [1981], and limited only to two cas-
es of pile constraining conditions, the proposed Lim-
it Equilibrium approach represents a useful engineer-
ing tool for a fast pre-dimensioning of the intervention. 
This approach does not need any numerical analysis to 
be run, and has the advantage of explicitly providing 
an optimized solution in terms of maximization of sta-
bilizing force and minimization of pile length.

Hybrid methods mix the Ultimate Limit State 
analysis of slope stability and the Serviceability Lim-
it State analysis of piles. It requires then the addi-
tional definition of the deformability characteristics 
of piles, and allows the designer to fix not only the 
safety level (i.e. the value Fs,d), but even the perfor-
mance level of the system in terms of the expected fi-
nal amplitude of the soil displacement Ud. It can be 
then profitably employed to get a safe dimensioning 
of the intervention and, at the same time, to assess a 
realistic working condition (i.e. before the ultimate 
limit state is reached) for the system.

Fig. 19 –  Time histories of the water table depth zw for con-
ditions a and b.
Fig. 19 – variazioni temporali della profondità zw di falda per le 
condizioni a e b.

Fig. 20 – T ime evolution of soil displacement for the different pile constraining conditions: a) constant water table depth 
and b) cyclic variation of water table depth.
Fig. 20 – Evoluzione temporale degli spostamenti del terreno per le differenti condizioni di vincolo dei pali: a) falda costante e b) falda 
variabile ciclicamente.

a) b)
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Finally, displacement based design approaches 
allow to overcome the definition of a global “safety 
factor” and focus the attention on the performance 
of the analysis in terms of reduction of soil displace-
ment rates. The main weak point is the correct eval-
uation of the viscosity parameter (µ in equation 
(32)), which, often, can be estimated only by means 
of back analysis on preliminary (i.e. pre-operam) 
monitoring data. But the great advantage of such 
displacement based analysis consists in providing an 
actual forecast of the behaviour of the system, which 
has a fundamental importance not only in the de-
sign phase, but even in the post-operam monitor-
ing phase.

7. Concluding remarks 

In the paper simplified design methods for slope 
stabilizing piles are presented, by firstly discussing the 
main geometrical and mechanical variables governing 
the system, and then by considering several levels of 
complexity, depending on the expected performance 
of the intervention. Limit equilibrium methods, based 
on Ultimate Limit State approach, can be fruitfully em-
ployed when the aim is to prevent the onset of an im-
pending failure mechanism within the slope. Design 
abaci have been developed, allowing to optimize the 
pile length in the stable layer, depending on the me-
chanical properties of both the soil and the pile, and 
on pile constraints. In case the main interest of the 
designer is instead the estimation of the soil displace-
ment amplitude associated to the required safety fac-
tor of the slope, hybrid methods can be employed. 
These latter assume an ULS condition for the slope, 
but describe the soil-structure interaction by assum-
ing a SLS approach, by means of a convenient “char-
acteristic curve”, giving the evolution of the soil-struc-
ture interaction force as a function of the soil displace-
ment amplitude. When, on the contrary, an explicit es-
timation of the evolution of the soil displacement after 
the intervention is required, full displacement meth-
ods have to be employed, which integrate the motion 
equation of the unstable soil mass by taking into ac-
count the stabilizing action given by the characteristic 
curve. A meaningful interpretation of the monitoring 
data is in this case necessary to assess the real efficacy 
of the intervention and, if needed, to design some ad-
ditional corrective intervention measures.
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Progettazione di palificate per la 
stabilizzazione di pendii: dai metodi agli 
stati limite ultimi a una progettazione 
agli spostamenti

Sommario 
L’impiego di paratie filtranti (palificate) per la messa in sicurezza 

di pendii instabili è sempre più considerato un efficiente mezzo di 
intervento per la riduzione del rischio da frana.

Tali opere sono utilizzate non solo per impedire il possibile 
collasso del versante (facendo riferimento a una progettazione agli 
stati limite ultimi per il meccanismo di rottura individuato nel 
pendio), ma anche per ridurre le velocità di movimenti gravitativi 
lenti o limitare gli spostamenti del corpo di frana in caso di eventi 
sismici (facendo riferimento in questo caso a metodi di progettazione 
negli spostamenti). Una progettazione rigorosa secondo metodi 
numerici avanzati richiederebbe la soluzione di complessi problemi 
di interazione tra terreno e struttura, capaci di tenere debitamente 
in conto le non linearità nel comportamento meccanico del terreno, 
della struttura e delle interfacce tra i due. Tali metodi sono 
oggigiorno utilizzati abbastanza frequentemente per scopi di ricerca, 
ma non possono ancora essere considerati come strumenti standard 
nella comune progettazione in ambito geotecnico.

Esistono in letteratura varie alternative a tali metodi numerici, 
generalmente ispirate al problema della valutazione della capacità 
portante di pali sotto carico orizzontale, ma manca ancora un quadro 
organico di riferimento per la progettazione. Nel presente articolo si 
propone un approccio strutturato su tre distinti livelli, per fornire al 
progettista una guida al dimensionamento geotecnico di tali opere, 
tenendo debitamente in conto i livelli prestazionali attesi per l’intervento. 
Il quadro progettuale qui proposto, a parere degli A utori, può anche 
essere concettualmente esteso alla progettazione in ambito sismico.




